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Abstract 
 
Trees are able to maintain or to modify the orientation of their axes (trunks or branches) by 
tropic movements. For axes in which elongation is achieved but cambial growth active, the 
tropic movements are due to the production of a particular wood, called reaction wood which 
is prestressed within the growing tree. Several models have been developed to simulate the 
gravitropic response of axes in trees due to the formation of reaction wood, all within the 
frame of linear elasticity and considering the wood maturation as instantaneous. The effect 
viscoelasticity of wood has, to our knowledge, never been considered. The TWIG model 
presented in this paper aims at simulating the gravitropic movement of a tree axis at the intra-
annual scale. In this work we studied both the effect of a non instantaneous maturation 
process and of viscoelasticity. For this purpose, we considered the elastic case with 
maturation considered as an instantaneous process as the reference. The introduction of 
viscoelasticity in TWIG has been done by coupling TWIG to a model developed for bridges. 
Indeed from a purely mechanical point of view, bridges and trees are very similar: they are 
structures which are built in stages, they are made of several materials (composite structures), 
their materials are prestressed (wood is prestressed during the maturation process as a result 
of polymerisation of lignin and cellulose to form the secondary cell wall and concrete is 
prestressed during drying). Simulations gave evidence that the reorientation process of axes 
can be significantly influenced by the kinetics of maturation. Moreover the model has now to 
be tested with more experimental data of wood viscoelasticity but it appears that in the range 
of a relaxation time from 0 to 50 days, viscoelasticity has an important effect on the evolution 
of tree shape as well as on the values of prestresses. 
 
Key words: biomechanics, modelling, tree, viscoelasticity, gravitropism
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1.Introduction 
 
1.1 Tree growth  
Tree growth is ensured by the activity of growing zones with meristems. Meristematic activity 
in buds and expanding zone provide the elongation growth of axes. Activity of the cambium 
ensures diameter growth of trunk and branches. Cambium produces new cells by divisions. 
These cells first enlarge in (diameter) and then enter a phase of maturation i.e. a phase where 
cellulose and lignins are polymerized to constitute the secondary cell wall that provides wood 
rigidity. Stresses are generated during this maturation phase [1-3]. Little is known about this 
maturation phase in terms of kinetics. A few old studies give the maturation time of a cell 
about 1 to 2 weeks [4, 5]. From a mechanical point of view, growth in diameter can be seen as 
successive depositions of wood layers on an existing internally stressed structure.  
1.2 Gravitropism in trees 
A tree has to develop its axes in order to capture light and to carry its own weight without 
buckling. Tree axes are not passive structures; gravitropism and phototropism are ways for 
trees to control their posture by maintaining and modifying the orientation of trunk and 
branches in space [6, 7]. In elongating organs (for trees, annual shoots at the beginning of the 
growing season), the gravitropic movement is ensured by differential growth (one side of the 
organ elongates more rapidly than the other); in organs where elongation is achieved but 
radial growth is active, the gravitropic movement is due to the production of reaction wood 
[8] on one side of the axis. The differentiation of reaction wood is often accompanied by an 
eccentricity of diameter growth. The gravitropic response of plants has been mainly studied 
on young elongating organs such as coleoptiles, hypocotyles or epicotyles. The description of 
the kinematics of the gravitropic response on radially growing organs like tree trunks (except 
the annual shoot) are sparse, except some studies on woody gymnosperms [9-11] and two 
recent studies of the gravitropic response of artificially tilted woody angiosperms [12, 13]. An 
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example of the successive shapes of a poplar trunk is shown on Figure 1. The tropic response 
consists of three phases. During phase 1, one or two weeks after tilting, the shape of the trunk 
remains unchanged or the trunk even sags (latency phase). In fact, differentiation of tension 
wood fibers in artificially tilted poplar has been shown to occur about 48 hours after tilting 
[14]. The latency phase is thus probably due to the maturation phase of tension wood. Phase 2 
corresponds to the upward curvature of the trunk two or three weeks after tilting. In phase 3, 
about four to five weeks after tilting, a local decurving process takes place, enabling the trunk 
to straighten back to vertical. This decurving process starts at the top of the trunk and 
propagates towards the trunk base [12]. The same trends can be inferred from the data shown 
in [11] in the case of a conifer.  
1.3 Modelling the gravitropic response of a tree axis 
Several publications have been dedicated to model the gravitropic response of axes in trees 
due to radial growth and the production of reaction wood [11, 15-19]. All these models were 
developed within the frame of linear elasticity. 
The model of Fournier predicts that the variation of curvature of a given cross section due to 
the formation of reaction wood is proportional to half the difference of maturation strains 
between normal and reaction wood (), as shown in Equation (1), see [11] for more details: 
    2
4
R
dRd        (1) 
where d is the change of curvature, dR the radial growth and R the radius. 
 
The simulation of the successive shapes of the trunk requires a law to predict the location and 
the extent of reaction wood sectors or direct measurements of these parameters.  In addition, a 
regulation hypothesis is needed to relate the formation of tension wood to the local inclination 
of a trunk sector for angles between 0 and 90 to the horizontal. 
The Fournier model assumes also that the maturation time of the wood, i.e. the time during 
which the maturation stresses appear in wood, is negligible with respect to the diameter 
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growth rate of the tree.  This is equivalent to assuming that d occurs at the same rate as dR 
and that time, as a variable, is not explicitly included in the model.  As stated in Fournier et al. 
1994, the model simulates nicely the successive shapes of the trunk of a young Pinus pinaster 
artificially tilted but, as stated in [20], the value of the difference of maturations strains used 
in the simulations was very high (0.25%). 
Assuming  constant and integrating both sides of Equation (1) a plot of  versus (1/Ri -
1/Rf), where R=Ri-Rf, should give a straight line with slope  and zero intercept.   When 
compared with experimental results obtained with young woody angiosperms [12,13], the 
correlation between  and (1/Ri -1/Rf) was found to be weak, the slope suggesting a much 
greater value of , compared to measured data  and a non-zero intercept. In this comparison, 
the assumption of an instantaneous wood maturation is equivalent to taking  and (1/Ri -
1/Rf) at the same time step.  Considering the measured values of the rates of change with time 
of curvatures and radial growth increments, a phase difference in time between the two is 
observed.  This phase difference may be due to the maturation process which is not 
instantaneous and to the difference of maturation strains which is not constant. In [12] the 
main reasons invoked to explain these discrepancies between the model and the experimental 
data were: i) spatio-temporal variations of the maturation strains in wood, ii) maturation time 
not negligible compared to diameter growth rate when the time step is of the order of a week.  
For a given time step the active wood annulus that leads to curvature is not the annulus of 
diameter growth measured during that time step but the wood annuli produced during 
preceding time steps. This important feature has, to our knowledge, never been evoked in 
previous work on modelling tree axes reorientations.  
Up to now the models dedicated to simulate the gravitropic reaction of trees have been 
developed in the frame of linear elasticity. As shown in this study, the elastic model does not 
agree with measured values.  Values of  are not known with high accuracy and it is always 
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possible to use values which will make the results of simulations (curvatures) agree with 
measured values. However, as shown in this paper, including the viscoelastic behaviour of 
wood in the model results in a better agreement with the experimental values even with using 
measured values of .  In addition, wood, and especially green wood, is known to be a 
viscoelastic material [21-23], i.e. its rheological behaviour depends on time and is relevant to 
the gravitropic response of trees. 
1.4 Mechanical models in engineering 
Earlier models of tree gravitropic reactions have been developed using elastic properties of 
materials.  Recently, researchers from the mechanical engineering community [24-26] have 
developed a model able to simulate the evolution of the stresses with time within a structure 
consisting of several viscoelastic materials and built in stages. Their model was developed in 
the frame of linear viscoelasticity.  
From a mechanical point of view, models developed for tree gravitropic reactions and those 
developed for bridges present several similarities. Concrete bridges and trees are made of 
several materials; they are heterogeneous composite structures and they are built up in phases 
and their materials are prestressed. Wood is prestressed during the maturation process 
(polymerisation of lignin and cellulose to form the secondary cell wall); concrete bridges are 
mechanically prestressed to improve their load-bearing capacity.  
In the present paper the models have been combined to develop a more general model 
(TWIG) able to simulate the successive shapes and the evolution of the internal mechanical 
states of a trunk as a “growing” beam with circular cross section.  
The first part of the paper recalls the features of tree growth and wood maturation relevant to 
modelling. The second describes the mechanical problem associated with a tree’s 
reorientating axis and presents the incremental formulation for the numerical modelling of 
viscoelastic materials and the way such a model has been implemented in TWIG. In the third 
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part of the paper, the model is used to simulate the reorientation progress of a tree axis. 
Simulations were first done in the frame of linear elasticity. The time step is the week, a time 
step for which the kinetics of maturation might not be negligible regarding the diameter 
growth rate. We thus tested two models of kinetics of maturation. A study of sensitivity to the 
values of the parameters is presented. Later simulations were done in the frame of linear 
viscoelasticity in order to estimate the consequences of wood viscoelasticity on the righting-
up process and are presented in the fourth part of the paper.  
 
2 Mechanical modelling 
2.1 Description of the mechanical problem of a reorienting axis 
A tree axis can be considered in the frame of beam theory but it is not a classic problem 
because the beam is ‘growing’. As growth can be seen as successive depositions of additional 
material, mass and geometry change with time in a growing structure [11]. The mechanical 
problem in the case of the reorientation of a growing axis can be considered as that of a beam 
loaded by two types of forces: the self-weight of the axis and the action of asymmetrical 
internal maturation stresses due to the development of a sector of reaction wood (Figure 2). 
However, because of the on-going changes in the mass and geometry of the growing axis, the 
beam problem must be solved using an incremental approach where the parameters vary as a 
function of time.  
When wood is not considered as an elastic material but as a viscoelastic one, an incremental 
approach is also required in order to simulate the evolution of the axis shape and of the 
prestresses with time. Before describing the calculations of the model, including the 
incremental formulation due to the growth of tree axis and the implementation of 
viscoelasticity into the model, we will briefly remind the basic aspects of viscoelasticity 
relevant to this work. 
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2.2 Constitutive law of a viscoelastic material  
When a constant state of stress is applied to a viscoelastic material (e.g. wood), creep is 
observed in the course of time: the strain is progressively increasing until it reaches a steady 
value (Figure 3B). As a corollary, if a viscoelastic material is subjected to a constant state of 
strain, a progressive relaxation of the induced stress is observed in the course of time (Figure 
3A). These two phenomena describe the time dependent behaviour of the material which may 
be analyzed in the frame of the theory of linear viscoelasticity [27-30]. According to this 
theory, the stress (t) resulting at any time t > 0 from an imposed history of strain (t)  is 
given by Boltzmann’s equation [29]:  
 

	


i
iii
t
tttRttHdR )(),()()()(t,(t)
0
. 
         (2) 
where )(
. 
t  is the time derivative of the strain loading function; ti) denotes a set of strain 
discontinuities occurring at specified times ti and H(t) is the Heavyside function. 
In this fundamental expression, R(t,ti) is a relaxation function which depends on the 
mechanical properties of the material and on the period of time t - ti elapsed since the 
application of a constant imposed strain. Owing to the principles of thermodynamics applied 
to the mechanics of viscoelastic media [30], this function can be developed as a sum of 
decaying exponential terms in the form of a Dirichlet’s series with t0 the time at which a 
constant strain is imposed: 
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where Ei and i  are material parameters. This relationship can be represented by an 
analogous generalized Maxwell’s chain with r + 1 branches (see Fig. 4A), where branch 0 
consists of a spring (elastic), and each other branch consists of a spring (elastic) connected to 
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a dashpot (viscous). i-1 = i / Ei  is called relaxation time of branch i (with 0 = ). For r = 1, 
the generalized Maxwell’s chain is known as Zener’s model (see Fig. 4B). As already 
mentioned in previous sections, a growing stem exhibits a heterogeneous cross-section 
constituted of two types of wood, namely normal wood and reaction wood (see Fig. 2). In the 
following, both types of wood will be considered as viscoelastic. Hence, Eq. 3 will be used to 
model the mechanical behaviour of each type of wood in the course of time. 
2.3 Incremental formulation of the constitutive law 
Various methods may be used to solve viscoelastic problems. Most of them require a large 
memory size and heavy processing time. In contrast, the method used in this paper requires 
limited memory size and short computation time. It is based on an incremental formulation of 
the viscoelastic constitutive law, which has been initially set for concrete material [31]. Later 
on, the method has been improved and adapted to the analysis of composite structures made 
of several elastic or viscoelastic materials [26]. This method has proved to be quite efficient in 
the analysis of time dependent effects in complex structures such as huge concrete bridges 
[24]. 
The method is based on the integration of Eq. (2) over a finite time interval [t , t + t], the 
relaxation function being expressed as a Dirichlet’s series (Eq. (3)). Hence, 
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Under the assumption that the strain rate tt   )(
.
 is about constant over the finite time 
interval t, this equation yields: 
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Equation (5) is the constitutive law of a viscoelastic material expressed in an incremental 
form. In this equation,  E* plays the role of a fictitious modulus of elasticity whose actual 
value depends on the material parameters i  and Ei, and on the length of the time interval t. 
*  is a free-strain increase (or decrease) occurring during the time interval t. his(t) is a 
term which summarises the effects of the  total stress history since the beginning of the 
loading period. i (t) is an internal stress attached to branch i of the generalized Maxwell’s 
chain; its value must be updated after each time interval, using Eq. (5): 
  )(+(t)=t)(t:, ** tEtt hisiiii  
                                        (8)  
Further details may be found in [24, 26]. 
2.4 Constitutive equation for a viscoelastic beam 
In the following, ][  is used for square matrices, { } or   are used for vectors (column or 
row matrices respectively). The kinematic equations of a heterogeneous beam cross-section 
made of n homogeneous viscoelastic subsections (see Figure 5) and subjected to in-plane 
loading, may be written as follows in an incremental form: 
 
 



n
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jFFtt
1
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j 
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"
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
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               (9)   
where Aj  is the cross-area of subsection j,  y is the distance to the reference x-axis of the beam 
cross-section,   is given by Eq. (5) and  F  is defined below (see Eq. (12)). 
On account of Bernoulli’s principle applied to the cross-section as a whole, the increment in 
the longitudinal strain at any location within the beam cross-section is given by:  
  Dytt  1:,                                                                 (10)  
where y1  is the transpose matrix of  


 
!
"
#
y
1
and  D  is defined below (see Eq. (12)). 
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Taking Eqs. (5) and (10) into account, Eq. (9) may be easily integrated. Details about the 
procedure of integration may be found in [26]. It yields: 
 
 
$ %     
*
1
:, FFDFFtt his
n
j
j 
& 

                        (11)  
This incremental formulation is the constitutive equation of the heterogeneous viscoelastic 
beam cross-section. The meanings of the different terms in this equation are given below: 
'  F  and  D  represent the increments in the generalized stresses and strains in the 
beam cross-section over the given time interval: 
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Nx and My are the increments of normal force and bending moment, respectively; 0 and 
 are the increments of longitudinal strain and curvature, respectively. 
'  
hisF  and  *F  are two loading vectors that allow for the stress history since the 
beginning of loading and for free-strain increment during the time interval, respectively: 
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' $ %&  is a fictitious stiffness matrix for the heterogeneous cross-section, calculated with the 
fictitious modulus of elasticity (see Eq. (6)): 
$ % $ %


&
n
j
jj KE
1
*  where $ %
(
)
*
+
,
-

jj
jj
j IP
PA
K                                          (15)  
 where Aj is the cross-sectional area, Pj and Ij are the first and the second moments of 
inertia of subsection j, respectively.  
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Using Eq. (11) the problem is turned into an incremental procedure where every step consists 
in the resolution of a fictitious elastic problem. The only approximation made is that the strain 
rate is approximately constant over the time interval t, which therefore needs to be finite but 
not necessarily short. As a matter of fact, its length can be adjusted according to the strain rate 
evolution during the analysis. 
For the sake of simplicity the equations describing eccentricity law, weight increment, wood 
maturation process, trunk diameter evolution, etc., are not included here. The details of the 
model are available in Appendix A.  
 
3 Application to a growing tree 
In this part we discuss the data used for simulations. We first tested the influence of parameter 
values on simulations when considering wood as an elastic material; then we considered wood 
as a viscoelastic material and checked the influence of the viscoelastic parameters values. 
Matlab (7.2) for Windows (The MathWorks.) was used for the whole programming of the 
current model. In the following, only the initial weight of the stem and the additional weight 
of the successive growth layers are taken into account. The weight of shoots and leaves is 
neglected; this assumption is consistent with the fact that the annual and lateral shoots and the 
leave weight were limited on the young poplars from which the experimental data were 
derived for the present study. This assumption does not change the principles of the analysis, 
although it may slightly affect the results from  a quantitative standpoint. The model has been 
validated using simple cases. The validation results are available in Appendix B. 
 
3.1 Data used for simulations 
The knowledge of several quantities is required in order to adapt the model described above to 
the analysis of the reorientation process of a tree axis during a period of growth. Appropriate 
assumptions are based on experimental evidences [12]: 
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- during a period of growth, the longitudinal profile of a trunk evolves due to the 
progressive deposition and setting of thin additional wood layers. As mentioned 
above, the axial growth is not considered in the following (weight of the annual shoot 
neglected); 
- the evolution of the cross-section diameter along the trunk follows a quadratic function 
based on experimental data: 
initial :  009.00014.00011.0 2 

 xxRini     (16) 
final :   01349.000589.00011.0 2 
 xxRini               (17) 
where x denotes the location along the geometrical line of the trunk. iniR  and finR  are 
functions which enable to compute the values of the stem radius along the trunk at the 
beginning and the end of the growing period, respectively. In the present simulation, tree 
cambial growth is assumed to be linear in the course of time, i.e. the trunk diameter is 
increasing at a constant rate but non-linear cambial growth rate can be also used in the 
model; 
- the cross-section of a trunk grows in an asymmetrical manner during a process of 
reorientation (Figure 5). The radius of the cross-section is progressively increased from 
its initial value iniR  to its final value finR . Each new layer is made of normal wood 
(NW) and of a sector of tension wood (TW) defined by a sector-angle (/) (Figure 5). 
The asymmetry in the radial growth can be taken into account by shifting the centre of 
every new growth ring by a distance (0) measured from the centroid of the initial cross-
section. The relationship between the distance (0) and the actual radius of the growing 
axis is given in Appendix A.3; 
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- a significant shrinkage occurs in every new layer after its maturation; combined with the 
asymmetrical growth mentioned above, this phenomenon enables the process of 
reorientation of the trunk; 
- tension wood exhibits higher rigidity than normal wood, as verified experimentally [32]. 
A Zener model (Figure 4B) is used to represent the viscoelastic behaviour of each kind 
of wood which, as a special case, can also describe the elastic behaviour.  
The trunk of the tree is considered as a growing structure made of an initial core of normal 
wood and a progressive addition of thin heterogeneous layers made of normal and tension 
wood according to Figure 5. For the analysis, the trunk is divided in short heterogeneous 
beam segments, and the period of growth is divided in elementary steps. The cross-sectional 
characteristics of each segment are considered as constant during every growth and 
viscoelastic step.  
Due to the process of reorientation, the geometry of the trunk evolves in a significant manner. 
This evolution is precisely taken into account in the calculation process: the geometry is 
updated for each step of growth and each viscoelastic step. Two sets of reference axes are 
used to this purpose: the incremental resolution of Eq. (11) is performed for every step of 
growth in the local reference axes attached to each beam segment, whereas general reference 
axes are used to modify the coordinates of each segment i.e. to update the geometry of the 
trunk after every calculation step. 
Each elementary growth step corresponds to the setting of a new heterogeneous layer. 
Shrinkage is assumed to occur in a new layer at the time of setting, i.e. at the beginning of the 
current step. This is taken into account in the model through the “free strain” increase *  
(see Eqs.(5) and (8) and (14)). At the same time, the mass and rigidity of the new layer are 
added to the existing structure. These mass and rigidity are considered as constant at each step 
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of time. These phenomena cause an evolution in the internal forces as well as in the strains 
and the displacements due to the elastic reactions of the different parts of the structure.  
When considering woods (normal wood and tension wood) as viscoelastic materials, an 
iterative procedure is used for the analysis of the heterogeneous viscoelastic structure in the 
course of time. For this purpose, each elementary growth step is divided into short time 
intervals. A creep calculation based on Equation (11) is performed for each time interval. It 
yields an increase in the strains and the displacements as well as a change in the internal 
forces of the structure due to the rheological behaviour and the heterogeneous nature of the 
cross-sections. After every calculation step the stresses are calculated and updated throughout 
every cross-section and the geometry of every segment is updated. The flowchart shown in 
Figure 6 summarizes the main features of the calculation process.  
Simulations done to check the influence of the number of viscoelastic steps on the computed 
curvature show that the number of steps should be at least 20 to get a steady response (Figure 
7). This value is thus retained in the further simulations.  
The regulation law used for the control of reaction wood formation is binary, similar to the 
one described in Fournier’s model [11] but adapted for deciduous trees: for each tilted trunk 
segment, tension wood forms on the upper part of the segment; the formation is stopped when 
the segment reaches the vertical direction (in this case, normal wood only is produced); 
tension wood forms on the opposite side of the trunk if it overshoots the vertical.  
 
3.2 Sensitivity to parameter values 
After the validation of the mechanical module of TWIG (Appendix B), with considering 
woods as elastic materials, the sensitivity to values of the used parameters have been checked, 
specifically the angle of sector of tension wood, Young’s modulus values,  values, and 
eccentricity. 
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The effect of the value of each parameter has been tested for a range of values that can be 
observed in experiments (Table1), all other parameters kept constant (central value). The 
effect of the value of each parameter on the induced variation of curvature has been 
computed. The results are shown on figure 8. They concern a cross section located at the stem 
base. The influence of these parameters has then been ranked to check the most influencing 
parameters. Then the influence of viscoelasticity has been checked. 
3.2.1 Effect of Young’s modulus 
Increasing the values of the ratio between the Young’s moduli of tension wood and normal 
wood increases the curvature linearly (Figure 8A). Increasing the values of wood Young’s 
moduli whilst, keeping the difference constant, increases the curvature in a logarithmic 
manner (Figure 8B). This is due to the fact that the internal tensile force which causes the 
bending moment is governed by the Young’s modulus of the tension wood multiplied by the 
maturation strain: the higher the Young’s modulus, the higher the bending moment hence the 
curvature. 
3.2.2 Effect of the maturation strains of wood 
Increasing the values of maturation strains between the normal wood and the tension wood, 
increases the values of curvature linearly (Figure 8C). Increasing the ratio of maturation 
strains while keeping the same difference between them in normal and tension wood, 
increases the values of curvature (figure 8D). The results are thus very sensitive to the values 
of maturation strain and particularly sensitive to the difference of maturation strains of normal 
and tension wood. Similarly to the previous section, this trend is due to the fact that the 
internal tensile force which causes the bending moment is governed by the maturation strain 
in the tension wood multiplied by the Young’s modulus: the higher the maturation strain, the 
higher the bending moment hence the curvature.  
3.2.3 Effect of eccentricity of radial growth 
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In order to investigate the influence of the eccentricity of the radial growth on the curvature, 
simulations were carried out for different values of the eccentricity 0 written as follows: 
 iniRRk 
0 , where ],[ finini RRR1  is a given value of the stem radius and k  is a parameter 
to be varied between 0 and 1 to scan all possible values for 0 (see Figure 5). Indeed, for fixed 
values of R  and iniR , an increase in the eccentricity leads to an increase of the proportion of 
reaction wood in the growing section, leading therefore to an increase in the bending moment 
caused by the differential maturation strains between reaction wood and normal wood. 
Simulation results are presented in Figure 8E; it is seen that the curvature varies linearly in 
terms of the k  parameter, i.e. of the eccentricity 0 . This linear dependence was not expected. 
Indeed the variation of the first moment of area is the product of a distance (linear function of 
0) and of an area (also a function of 0),and the curvature depends on the second moment of 
inertia (see Appendix A4) which is a non linear function of eccentricity (function of 02). In the 
present case, the linear relationship between the curvature and the k  parameter is due to a 
compensation effect between the evolution of geometrical characteristics and the choice of 
wood mechanical properties (moduli of elasticity, maturation strains) used in the simulation. 
Generally speaking, this relationship might not be linear. 
 
3.2.4 Effect of the angle of the sector of tension wood. 
The curvature increases with increase of the tension wood sector in a non-linear fashion 
(Figure 8F). In this case, an increase of the tension wood leads to a non-linear variation of the 
first moment and therefore to a non-linear variation of the curvature as shown in Figure 8F. 
3.2.5 Effect of the kinetic of maturation in the layers 
Experiments have shown that a delay exists between the kinetics of radial growth and 
curvature in a tilted trunk, which could be due to the process of maturation in progress in the 
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successive layers [12]. In this section, the model is used to investigate this hypothesis. Two 
cases are considered for this purpose.  
Case 1: It is assumed that the axial shrinkage occurs in a new layer at the time of deposition of 
the layer, i.e. instantaneously, corresponding to the beginning of the current step. This is 
equivalent to consider that only the last added layer is maturing during the calculation step. 
Under this assumption, the final curvature at the stem base is about 0.026 m-1. 
Case 2: Alternatively, it is considered that the maturation is in progress in all layers 
simultaneously i.e. the shrinkage is progressing in the successive layers since time of 
deposition till the end of the growing season. Due to the lack of knowledge about the process 
of maturation in the successive layers, the following hypotheses are used: 1) the maturation 
follows a parabolic law in the course of time, 2) the value of the maturation strain in the 
outermost layer is set equal to the value measured at the end of the growing season (central 
values of rlms in Table 1). Under these assumptions, the final curvature at the stem base 
which is obtained is about 0.050 m-1. Considering the maturation as a non instantaneous 
process doubles the value of final curvature. 
3.2.6 Ranking of parameters 
In order to rank the effect of each parameter on the predicted variation of curvature, the values 
of parameters have been normalised to give a range from 0 to 100 %. The variation of 
curvature was set to start from 0. The results of the normalisation are shown on Figure 9. It 
suggests that the most influencing parameter is the difference of maturation strains. This is in 
agreement with what was found by Alméras and collaborators [18]. Next in importance is the 
angle of tension wood sector (i.e the amount of tension wood at any given cross-section) and 
finally the values of Young’s modulus and eccentricity. The difference of Young’s moduli has 
more influence on the variation of curvature than the values of Young’s moduli per se. 
3.2.7 Influence of the material viscoelastic parameters 
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In order to estimate the influence of the rheological effects on the process of reorientation of 
the trunk, the analysis is repeated for various values of the material parameters. The results 
are presented in Figure 10. Figure 10A shows that the final curvature increases as a quadratic 
function of the ratio between the Young's modulus E1 of the viscoelastic branch in the Zener 
model and the Young's modulus E0 of the elastic branch. When the relaxation time 
(
1
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 , see Eq. (3)) in the Zener model is increased up to 50 days (Figure 10B), the 
delayed curvature (i.e. the part of the curvature developing in the course of time due to 
rheological effects in the growing stem) becomes negligible and the final curvature decreases 
rapidly to converge towards the values corresponding to perfect elastic materials.  
 
4 Comparison of simulations to experimental data  
In this last part, we present the shapes and variations of curvature obtained by simulations in 
comparison with shapes and variations of curvature measured experimentally during the 
gravitropic response of young poplar (Populus, I4551) artificially titled 35° from the vertical. 
Simulations were first done with considering the wood as an elastic material and then 
considering the wood as a viscoelastic material.  
4.1 Simulations with wood considered as an elastic material – reference case 
Elastic behaviour has been chosen as reference case because of existing models to compare 
with and to assess validity of hypotheses.  The predicted variations of curvature by the 
"elastic" model are compared to experimental data (Figure 11). To proceed to the validation 
of the mechanical module of TWIG, the regulation hypothesis has been replaced by 
introducing the data for the observed sectors of tension wood (angle, position). 
The experimental data were obtained from a study of the re-erecting process of artificially-
tilted young poplars. In the experiment the evolution of shape of the trunks was measured 
weekly during a vegetative season using 3D digitising technique [33]. The digitised shapes 
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were then used to compute the temporal evolution of curvature fields along the gravitropic 
response, see [12] for the description of the computing method. The radial growth was also 
measured weekly at different locations along the trunks (approximately every 25 cm, base of 
the shoot of the year). The trees were cut down at the end of the vegetative season to proceed 
with tension wood cartography. The sectors of tension wood were characterised by their 
sector angle. The radial growth increment under bark (because the influence of bark is 
considered negligible in computations) was obtained from measurements of radial growth on 
bark by removing the width of the bark considering that it did not change within the time of 
experiment. Measurements of residual maturation strain, wood density and longitudinal 
Young’s moduli of normal- and tension- wood were taken from a similar experiment on the 
same poplar clone [32] (central values of Table I).  
The curvature computed by the model and the curvature computed from experimental data 
have been compared considering two different hypotheses for the maturation process. A 
representative example of simulated and measured variations of curvature along the stem with 
considering the maturation process as instantaneous is shown on Figure 11A. The fields of 
curvature at three dates after inclination are traced: t = 0 is the time of tilting, t = 2 and t = 4 
correspond to two and four weeks after tilting. At t=0 the experimental and simulated values 
of curvature are close. At t=2 weeks and t=4 weeks, there is a big discrepancy between 
experimental and simulated values of curvature. Simulated values are far smaller then 
experimental ones. 
When the maturation process is considered non-instantaneous, the curvature between t and 
t+dt is attributed to the effect of an increment of radial growth but not the one observed 
between t and dt. To our knowledge there is no existing work that describes the kinematics of 
the maturation process and, hence the width of the active zone is unknown. Our hypothesis is 
that the duration of the maturation process is the same as the duration of the vegetative season 
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so that all layers of cells are acting during all the righting-up process and that the maturation 
process follows a quadratic function. An example of comparison of simulated and computed 
variation of curvature along the trunk is shown on Figure 11B. The fields of curvature at three 
dates after inclination are traced: t=0 refers to as the time of tilting, 2 weeks after tilting and 4 
weeks after tilting. When considering that all the cell layers are maturing, the discrepancy 
between measured and simulated values is reduced: when considering the maturation process 
non instantaneous, the simulated values of curvature are twice fold higher than the simulated 
ones when considering the maturation process as instantaneous. Two weeks and four weeks 
after tilting the measured and simulated fields of curvature exhibit the same trend but the 
experimental values remains slightly higher than the simulated ones. Four weeks after tilting, 
there is an important discrepancy between the experimental and simulated values of curvature. 
One reason for this discrepancy is that the radial growth between the 2nd and 4th weeks after 
tilting was about 0.33 mm so far smaller than during the 2 weeks after titlting (increment of 
radius was 1.38mm). 
Two other reasons can explain the discrepancy between simulated and computed data: i) in 
the model the maturation strains of wood are assumed to be constant, whereas there is 
experimental evidence that trees regulate their maturation prestresses [12]; ii) green wood is 
known to be viscoelastic and not elastic and this will have an effect on the reorientation of 
trees. We thus end this work by checking the effect of viscoelasticity on the simulated 
gravitropic response of tree.  
 
4.2 Simulations considering the wood as a viscoelastic material 
4.2.1 Parameter values  
The parameter values are the same than those used for simulations in the frame of elasticity 
(central values, see Table1) except for the data concerning the rheological properties of wood: 
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Young’s modulus values are taken from available experimental measured values [32]: for 
normal wood, bending tests give a value of 2 GPa assumed as 1 GPa in each branch of the 
Zener’s model; for tension wood, bending tests give a value of 4 GPa assumed as 2 GPa in 
each branch of the Zener model. 
The analysis spans a 105 days period of growth. This period is divided in 15 elementary 
growth steps i.e. one step of growth per week. Each time step is subdivided in 20 short time 
intervals suitable for the viscoelastic analysis. As explained before, preliminary calculations 
have shown that this feature is required to ensure the accuracy of the analysis. 
 
4.2.2 Analysis of the reorientation process of the main axis  
Figure 12A presents the result of a simulation of the evolution of the overall geometry of the 
poplar at successive calculation times. The simulated events are as follows: 
- the poplar is inclined at an angle of 35° from the vertical. First, the stem bends down 
towards the ground because of its self weight; during the next days, the bending down 
increases due to creeping of the stem; 
- a thin layer of wood forms during the next growth step, with tension wood on the upper 
face of the stem. Due to higher shrinkage value in the tension wood, the stem bends up 
and the process of reorientation begins. The bending up increases with time because of 
creep.  
On the figure, the red lines correspond to growth steps and the green lines represent the tree 
shapes at different viscoelastic steps. The data reveals that the introduction of viscoelasticity 
within the model leads to an increase of the righting-up process between two steps of growth. 
It is also noticeable that the variation of curvature between steps of growth increases with 
time. 
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Figure 12B compares the successive computed shapes of a tree considering the wood as an 
elastic material (grey lines) or a viscoelastic material (dark lines). The simulation has been 
made with 5 steps of growth (covering a period of 105 days) instead of 15 steps of growth as 
in Figure 12A. Just after tilting, the computation which includes viscoelasticity leads to a 
sagging of the trunk. After the first step of growth: 
- if we consider wood as elastic, the tree sags because tension wood production is not 
sufficient to counterbalance the self-weight increase due to radial growth; 
- if we consider wood as viscoelastic, the tree rights-up.  
After the second step of growth, the tree rights-up in the both cases but the difference between 
the computed curvatures increases with time. It is concluded that taking wood viscoelasticity 
into account leads to an acceleration of the righting-up process and consequently to an 
acceleration of the gravitropic response of the tree.   
 
4.2.3 Evolution of the stress distribution within a cross-section  
Figure 13 shows the evolution of normal stress distribution in a transverse cross section, at the 
initial state just after tilting, then 5 weeks, 10 weeks, and 15 weeks later (final state). In the 
initial state, the linear stress distribution is in accordance with the case of a section subjected 
to a normal force and a bending moment resulting from the self-weight of the trunk only. 
Then, the effect of the normal force and the bending moment due to the actual weight, 
combined with the effect of the differential shrinkage between normal wood and tension wood 
is observed. The shrinkage in the tension wood causes compression in the rest of the cross-
section and creates an additional bending moment. This moment has a significant influence on 
the geometry by rotating the sections. Asymmetry in the stress distribution is due to the 
differential shrinkage between tension wood (located at the top of the figure) and normal 
wood (located at the bottom of the figure), as well as to the difference in elastic moduli. The 
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stress gradient through the cross-section is steadily increasing in the course of time, due to the 
development of self-equilibrating stresses resulting from the setting of additive wood layers 
and production of tension wood on the upper side of the trunk. Progressive compression of the 
trunk heart is counterbalanced by progressive tension at its periphery with higher stress values 
on the upper side where the tension wood is developing. 
 
5 Conclusions 
The model developed in this paper is designed to simulate the successive shapes of a tree axis 
during the gravitropic response at the intra-annual scale (week). It takes into account the 
composite and heterogeneous nature of wood in a reorientating axis, introducing explicitly the 
differences of mechanical properties between normal and tension wood. The model takes also 
into account possible eccentricity of radial growth. The model has been validated from a 
mechanical point of view. At first, woods within the growing tree were considered as elastic 
materials. A sensitivity study of the model parameters has been done. It enabled to rank the 
influence of parameters on the predicted variations of curvature. The ranking of parameters 
showed that the most influential parameter is the value of maturation strains, followed by the 
angle of tension wood sector and finally by the modulus of elasticity of the woods. It also 
appears that an important influencing parameter could be the kinetic of maturation in the 
successive layers during the growing season. Adding the viscoelastic behaviour reveals that 
the righting-up process is significantly influenced in the course of time by the time-dependent 
properties of the materials; this could explain the fact that the righting-up process of trees can 
be observed even when radial growth is very limited. It appears that viscoelasticity of green 
wood plays an important role within the righting-up process and on the associated stress fields 
for retardation time up to 50 days. This leads to the conclusion that the values of viscoelastic 
parameters should be measured for a range of reaction and normal woods. Further work is 
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therefore necessary to obtain experimental values of viscoelastic characteristics of green wood 
in order to quantify its importance on the gravitropic response of tree axes. 
Comparisons with experimental data show that the observed values of curvature variations 
fall within model predictions based either on the assumption that only the last-produced layer 
of cells is maturing or all layers of cells are maturing. Further work appears now necessary on 
the wood maturation process. In particular, it is clear that the kinetics of the maturation zone 
as well as the regulation of maturation prestress levels are critical mechanisms to be 
elucidated.   
The model presented in this paper enables to compute the successive mechanical states of a 
growing structure composed of viscoelastic materials and to predict the associated shape 
changes. In this paper, this approach has been applied to the case of the righting-up process of 
an axis in trees. To our knowledge this is the first time that the effect of wood viscoelasticity 
on the reorientation process of stems is examined. Obvious similarities between this 
phenomenon and the time-dependent behavior of concrete structures have been exploited in 
the setting of the mechanical model. Although the construction of bridges by incremental 
launching is nowadays a well established technology, the observation of the mechanisms of 
reorientation in trees could be profitable in leading to innovative methods for correcting 
critical stress or strain states in existing structures by introducing additional internal forces by 
means of smart materials, such as shape memory alloys for example. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A 
The mechanical module of TWIG 
From a mechanical point of view, growth can be considered as successive additions of new 
material on a structure with time.  In this model axial growth of the year shoot is not taken 
into account (being of negligible mass), but could be added if necessary by incrementally 
increasing the mass at the tip of the trunk; growth of lateral branches could be included via 
additional distributed masses along the trunk; radial growth is simulated by successive 
additions of new rings of material on the initial geometry of the trunk.  
A.1 Growing axes in trees:  a non classical engineering problem 
Axes of trees are very often slender structures, typically assimilated to cantilever beams, with 
diameter/length ratio<1/20.  However, as explained by Fournier et al. [11], the computation of 
the mechanical state of a growing tree axis differs from classical engineering problems in that 
the geometry of the axis and its mass change with time [34].  Because of growth, new material 
is added on an initial pre-existing structure so “that the structure is loaded as by continuously 
changing forces while new tissue differentiates progressively” [11].  Because of the variable 
geometry and mass in the problem [11], this requires an approach with incremental steps. It 
follows that:  
' the problem is defined and solved at the cross section scale using classical beam 
theory between two times (t and t+dt), so long as growth remains infinitesimal during 
that time increment; 
' the mechanical state of the cross section at a given time must be computed by 
superimposing all the previous increments of mechanical state.  
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To summarise, a growing axis exhibiting gravitropic response is a beam loaded by two forces, 
the increment of self-weight (growth), which tends to bend the axis downwards, and the 
internal forces due to the asymmetrical maturation of wood (gravitropic response), which 
tends to bend the axis upwards.  Figures 2A and 2B show the decomposition of these loads 
into statically equivalent forces and moments.  The self-weight induces (Figure 2A) a bending 
moment around X, a normal force along Z and a shear force along Y.  The asymmetrical 
wood maturation process induces (Figure 2B) a bending moment around X and a normal force 
along Z. 
In the case of slender  beam structures the Navier-Bernouilli’s principle allows to neglect 
transverse shear effects [35].  In this model only longitudinal stresses and strains are 
considered, neglecting also radial and circumferential components. 
Between two successive time steps, the relationship between axial strain, curvature, axial 
force and bending moment is obtained from force and moment equilibrium at a given cross 
section, resulting in the following equation:  
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where  and  are the variations of axial strain and curvature between t and t+dt, [S] is the 
compliance matrix used in the time step and N and M the variations in axial force and 
bending moment as a function of time (t) and position along the stem (Z).  The compliance 
coefficients in the [S] matrix are given by inverting the stiffness matrix. 
A.2 Wood tissue heterogeneity 
In our work, the axis is composed of two materials, normal- and tension-wood considered 
homogeneous at the "tissue" scale: we do not take into account any ultra-structural features of 
tissues (e.g. fibres, vessels) or of the cell components (e.g. cell wall, plasma-membrane, 
cytoplasm).  
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The only tissue considered here is the wood: the bark (real bark and phloem tissue) is ignored 
in the model because, even if located at the periphery, its stiffness is negligible compared to 
that of wood until the bark thickness is 32% that of wood and its stiffness is 50% that of wood 
[36].  This is not the case of young poplars where the bark thickness was about 10% that of 
wood. 
 
A.3 Eccentricity of radial growth  
In this paper we treated the case of cross sections exhibiting eccentricity of radial growth but 
remaining circular (Figure 5).  The eccentricity of radial growth is taken into account by the 
variable (0) which is the distance between the pith and the geometrical centre of the cross 
section (Figure 5). It is an input of the model.  
The increment of radius, r(/), for each time step, has been computed as a function of the 
eccentricity 0 and the position of the current point on the cross section defined by the angle / 
in Figure 5.  The relationship between r() and  is given by: 
 
 
2 2 2sin cosr R/ 0 / 0 /  
       (A.2) 
 
A.4 Consequences of eccentric radial growth and wood heterogeneity on the     
mechanical equilibrium of the cross section 
 
In bending of beams which possess mirror symmetry of geometry and material properties with 
respect to the geometrical mid-plane of the cross-section, the neutral axis coincides with the 
centroidal axis of the beam and, as a consequence, the compliance matrix is diagonal 
(Equation A3). 
For this special case equation (A1) becomes:  
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where, at the given cross section at a distance z from the origin (z=0 at the base of the trunk), 
   is the axial normal strain,   the curvature, MX  the bending moment, NZ  the normal force. 
 
In our case, the eccentric radial growth and the asymmetrical sector of reaction wood within 
the cross section both influence the mechanical state of the cross section.  Indeed, in this case 
there is a coupling between bending moment and normal axial strain. In other words, when a 
non-symmetrical structure is submitted to bending, it generates bending strains but also 
additional longitudinal strain. Similarly, applying a normal force to a non-symmetrical 
structure leads to bending strains as well as to direct normal strain.  As a result, the neutral 
axis of bending does not coincide anymore with the mid-plane of the section, or centroidal 
axis, the bending moment induces a normal axial strain, the normal force induces a bending 
moment and the compliance matrix is not diagonal.  
 In this case Equation (A3) becomes: 
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Solving the problem consists in calculating the force vector terms and the terms of the 
compliance matrix in each step increment.  
 
A.5 Calculation of the forces acting on the beam: MX  and NZ  
The growing axis is submitted to two increments of load at each time step: an increment of 
self-weight and the asymmetrical maturation stresses of newly formed wood.  These two 
acting loads result in an increment of bending moment MX and in an increment of normal 
force NZ. These values are calculated as follows: 
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- XM is the resulting bending moment and is the sum of the bending moment due to self-
weight, SXM , and the bending moment due to the maturation phenomenon, 
Mat
XM , which are 
of opposite signs: 
Mat
X
S
X
total
X MMM        (A.5) 
 
- TotalZN , the resulting normal force, is the sum of the normal force due to the increment of 
self-weight and the maturation process: 
Total S Mat
Z Z ZN N N            (A.6) 
For convenience and further validation tests, the model computes separately the loads due to 
self-weight and the loads due to the wood maturation process. The bending moment due to 
self-weight is considered as an “external” force acting on the beam and the load due to the 
maturation process is considered as an “internal” force resulting from the maturation process 
of normal- and reaction-wood.  
 
A.6 Bending moment and axial force due to increment of self weight:  
The bending moment at a given cross section Z is the sum of the bending moment moments 
due to the distal cross sections. To take into account the taper of axes, the problem has been 
discretised by considering the trunk as series of truncated cones. The volume of each cone is 
approximated by the volume of the cylinder of same height and radius equal to the mean 
radius and is given by 2 ( )R Z Z2  . 
At each time step, the increment of bending moment, )(iM SX ,  at cross section i due to the 
increment of self-weight due to the segments above has been computed from: 
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Where jm is the increment of mass added on each segment of the axis (i.e. the mass of the 
newly formed wood between two successive time steps), g=9.81m.s-2 is the acceleration of 
gravity, 3k the angle of inclination of the segment to the vertical and lk the length of a segment 
(which is constant along the axis in this work). In Equation (A.7), the terms in quotes 
correspond to the lever arm. 
Normal forces due to self-weight are negligible and have been omitted in this model. 
 
A.7 Bending moment and axial force due to asymmetrical wood maturation process 
As explained before, the asymmetrical composite structure and the eccentricity both lead to 
bending-stretching coupling so that the force vector has two components: a bending moment 
and a normal force. 
Bending moment: 
The bending moment due to the asymmetrical maturation of wood is the sum of the bending 
moment due to the maturation of normal wood (NW) and the bending moment due to the 
maturation of tension wood (TW):      
Mat MatNW MatTW
X X XM M M        (A.8) 
MatNW
XM and 
MatTW
XM  are calculated from: 
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     (A.9) 
where NW and TW are, respectively, the residual longitudinal maturation strains for normal 
wood and tension wood; in this first version of the model, they are assumed to be constant.  
Normal force  
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Similarly, the normal force due to the asymmetrical maturation of wood is given by:  
Total MatNW MatTW
Z Z ZN N N           (A.10) 
MatNW
ZN  and 
MatTW
ZN  are computed from: 
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      (A.11) 
 
A.8 Computation of the variation of curvature between t and t+dt : 
Using the principle of superposition, the total curvature of a cross section at a time t+dt is 
taken as the sum of the curvature at time t, the increment of curvature due to the increment of 
self-weight between the times t and t+dt, and the increment of curvature due to the maturation 
process in the wood formed between times t and t+dt:  
       dtdttdtt MatS                                   (A.12) 
For each segment the product of the compliance matrix (= inverse of stiffness matrix) and of 
the increment of loads vectors gives the terms of strain vectors due to the self-weight  
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A.9 Inputs/Outputs of TWIG:  
The inputs of the model are:  
- kinetics of radial growth (change in diameter with time step); 
- mechanical properties of wood (Young's modulus of juvenile, normal- and reaction wood, 
residual longitudinal maturation strains of  woods, wood densities); 
- initial geometry of the trunk (length, taper and orientation). 
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At each time step the outputs of the model are: 
-    the variation of curvature for any cross section of the axis; 
- successive shapes of the axis; 
- location and quantity of tension wood within the axis; 
- the distribution of prestresses at any cross section. 
 
A.10 TWIG computer programme 
Matlab (7.2) for Windows, (The MathWorks.) was used for the whole programming of 
TWIG. The upper limit of the integrals in Equations A.9, A.11 contains the variable of 
integration (/). The numerical computation is carried out by subdividing the areas of tension 
and normal wood into triangular area elements and adding up their contributions (Figure 14) 
which speeds up considerably the evaluation of the integrals. The analytical equations of each 
line delimiting each triangle are known. This enables us to calculate the areas, and their 
properties (first moment and second moment). Figure 14 shows the calculation of these 
properties for the tension wood zone. The values for zones Z1, Z2 and Z3 are calculated and 
then multiply by two in order to obtain the results for the tension wood. The same procedure 
is used for normal wood. 
 
Appendix B 
 
Validation of the model from a mechanical point of view 
 
In order to check the validation of the model, some simple mechanical cases were studied: 
first we considered a homogeneous cylinder (radius of 0.009 m), 1.5m long, mass density of 
1000 kg.m-3. We computed its deflection under its self-weight when tilted at an angle of 45°. 
The analytical calculation gives a bending moment equal to -1.9858 N.m and curvature 
-0.1927 m-1. The model gives values of the bending moment at the stem base of -2.0257 N.m 
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and a curvature value at the stem base of -0.1966 m-1, resulting in an error about 2.0 % which 
is pretty small. 
In a second time we considered the same structure with a loading induced by the addition of 
new material on the trunk. The analytical computation gives a bending moment equal to 
-15.8866 N.m and the model gives a bending moment equal to -17.6 N.m which results in an 
error of 10%. This error seems to be important but it is simply due to that the angle of the 
trunk has been taken as constant (for simplification of calculations) after the addition of new 
material on the trunk, which is not exact.  
Finally, we tested the presence of tension wood sectors of about 90° and 175° and obtained 
errors of less than 1% in both cases. The results of these tests demonstrate the validity of the 
model from a mechanical point of view. 
As the model uses a discretisation of the trunk into segments, the accuracy of the result will 
also depends on the number of segments. The values of variation of curvature with increasing 
the number of segments of trunk converge rapidly toward an asymptote. Considering a trunk 
of 1.5m long, 1000 segments as the control case, taking 500 segments instead of 1000 led to 
an error less than 1%; taking 100 segments instead of 1000 led to an error about 3% which is 
small. Thus, all simulations in the present work have been done by discretizing the stem into 
100 segments of equal length, i.e. segments about 1.5 cm long. 
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Legends of Figures 
 
Figure 1: Representative example of experimental results: evolution of the shape of the 
trunk of a one year-old poplar tree after being artificially tilted of 35° from the vertical 
During the two first weeks after tilting, the trunk sags. After this sagging phase, the tree 
curves up. After the 10th of July (42 days after tilting), a decurving process starts at the top of 
the trunk and progresses towards the base of the trunk. As a result, at the end of August an 
important part of the trunk is back to the vertical position and straight. 
 
Figure 2: Acting forces on a beam cross section composed of normal and tension wood 
The trunk represented by a composite beam is subjected to two kinds of loadings: the loading 
due to the increments of self-weight arising from the deposition of successive layers of wood 
and the loading due to the difference of axial shrinkage arising from the asymmetric 
production of tension wood within the cross section.  Both loadings induce two internal 
forces: a normal force and a bending moment around the X axis. 
 
Figure 3: Expression of viscoelasticity phenomenon 
A: representation of the stress-relaxation phenomenon: when a sample is subjected to a 
constant strain, one can observe a decrease in the stress with time. 
B: representation of the creep phenomenon: when a sample is subjected to a constant stress, 
one can observe an increase in the strain with time 
 
Figure 4: Representations of a viscoelastic models     
A: Generalized Maxwell’s chain 
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 A generalized Maxwell’s model is composed of r+1 branches: one branch is composed of a 
spring, all the other branches are composed of a spring linked in series to a dashpot. This type 
of model enables to simulate both creep and relaxation phenomena.   
B : Zener’s model used to simulate the viscoelastic behaviour of wood 
A Zener’s model is composed of two branches: one branch is composed of a spring, the 
second branch is composed of a spring linked to a dashpot (viscous). 
 
Figure 5: Scheme representing a growing cross section within the model 
The cross sections are circular. The initial core of the cross section is composed of normal 
wood. The successive layers of wood are composed of normal and tension wood. The tension 
wood sector within a layer is characterised by an angle /. The eccentricity of radial growth is 
quantified by the distance (0) between the pith and the geometrical centre of the cross section. 
 
Figure 6: General flowchart of the numerical solution  
At the beginning of simulations, the geometrical characteristics of the trunk are given as well 
as the mechanical properties of wood and a law describing the tree radial growth. The model 
first computed the shape of the trunk just after tilting i.e. the shape due to self-weight. Then a 
step of growth takes place. The model computes the effect of acting forces on the trunk 
geometry which is updated. Then, the successive viscoelastic steps are carried out computing 
the geometry and stresses at each step. The structure and mechanical stresses are then updated 
before going to the next step of growth.    
 
Figure 7: Effect of the number of viscoelastic steps on the delayed curvature 
The figure shows the delayed curvature of a cross section located at the stem base, obtained 
with increasing the number of viscoelastic steps between two steps of growth. It appears that 
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the curvature becomes stable after 20 viscoelastic steps. As a consequence, a value of 20 
viscoelastic steps is retained for all further simulations. 
 
Figure 8: Sensitivity to parameters of the computed variation of curvature. 
A, B: influence of the values of Young’s moduli of wood. In A, the ratio between the Young’s 
moduli of normal and tension wood is increased. In B, the values of Young’s moduli of 
normal and tension wood are increased whilst keeping the same difference. 
C, D: influence of the values of maturation strains of woods. In C, the difference between the 
maturation strain in normal and tension wood is increased. In D, the values of the ratio of 
maturation strains in normal and tension wood is increased but the difference of the two 
values is kept constant. 
E: influence of eccentricity  
F: effect of the angle of tension wood  
 
Figure 9: Ranking of the influence of parameters on the predicted variation of 
curvature. 
To hierarchy the influence of parameters on the predicted variation of curvature, the values of 
parameters were normalised and the lowest values of the variation of curvature were all set to 
0. The most influencing parameter is the difference of the values of the maturation strains.  
 
Figure 10: Effect of viscoelastic parameters on the computed final curvature 
A: effect of the ratio of Young’s moduli between the two branches of Zener’s models. When 
increasing the ratio of Young’s moduli, the final curvature increases following a quadratic 
function. 
B: Effect of the viscosity on the computed final curvature.  
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The effect of viscoelasticity is significant until the relaxation time (i.e. 1-1 = 1 / E1  in the 
Zener’s model, see Eq. (3)) associated with the viscosity reaches a value of 50 days. 
 
Figure 11: Comparison of simulated and measured curvature fields with two different 
hypotheses concerning the maturation process 
In each sub-figure the data represent the curvature field along the trunk, at three dates: t=0 is 
the time of tilting, t=2 refers to two weeks after tilting, t=4 refers to four weeks after tilting. 
The bold lines represent curvature computed from experimental records of tree shape, the 
dotted lines represent the simulated curvatures. 
A: results obtained when considering the maturation process being instantaneous 
B: results obtained when considering the maturation process lasting the whole vegetative 
season. 
 
Figure 12: Example of simulation of the successive shapes of a tree with taking 
viscoelasticity of wood into account. 
A) The figure illustrates the successive shapes of a tree during its gravitropic response with 15 
steps of growth (red lines) and viscoelastic steps (green lines). The trunk shape varies between 
two steps of growth solely because of viscoelasticity phenomena. 
B) The figure shows the successive shapes of a tree during its gravitropic response with 5 
steps of growth considering wood as an elastic material (grey lines) or a viscoelastic material 
(black lines). For the computations where wood is considered as a viscoelastic material, only 
the final tree shapes after 20 viscoelastic steps in each growth step are shown. The successive 
shapes acquired by the trunk are numbered in their order of appearance during computation 
(grey numbers for wood as elastic, black numbers for wood as a viscoelastic material). With 
time, the differences between elastic and viscoelastic predictions increase. 
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Figure 13: Profiles of the longitudinal stress in the median section of the trunk at 
various times after tilting  
The distribution of stresses in a cross section just after tilting follows a classical linear shape 
for a homogenous loaded beam.  Because of the addition of successive new layers of material 
the distribution of stresses becomes non linear and asymmetrical: all around the stem 
periphery the prestresses are tensions. The level of prestress is higher on the side were tension 
wood is produced (top of the figure). With time, the compression of the initial core of the tree 
increases. 
 
Figure 14: Schematic representation of wood sectors for a rapid computing of moments 
of inertia within cross section. 
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parameter Range 
Young’s modulus of tension wood  (MPa) 2000 to 10000 MPa, central value = 4000 
MPa 
Young’s modulus of normal wood  (MPa) 2000 to 10000 MPa, central value = 2000 
Mpa 
Eccentricity (%) 0 to 100%, central value = 0 
rlms of tension wood 5E-4 to 5E-3, central value = 11E-4 
rlms of normal wood 5E-4 to 5E-3, central value = 5E-4 
Angle of sector of tension wood 10o to 175°, central value = 90° 
 
 
 
Table 1: ranges of values of the parameters used for sensitivity tests  
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